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Abstract
Backgrounds: Hand fractures are the second most common upper-extremity fractures. The standard X-ray has shortcomings,
such as exposure to radiation. Ultrasound has been reported as an alternative method of detecting hand fractures. In this study, we
used meta-analysis to assess the diagnostic value of ultrasound for hand fractures.

Methods: Web of Science, PubMed, Embase, and Cochrane Library databases were searched for relative citations up to June
2019. The pooled sensitivity, specificity, positive likelihood ratio (PLR), negative likelihood ratio (NLR), diagnostic odds ratio (DOR),
area under the summary receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC), and summary receiver operating characteristic (SROC) curve
were estimated.

Results: Seven studies including 842 participants (845 examined hands) met our inclusion criteria. The pooled sensitivity,
specificity, PLR, and NLR of ultrasound for detecting hand fractures were 91%, 96%, 20.66, and 0.09, respectively. The pooled DOR
was 231.17, indicating a very powerful diagnostic ability of ultrasound. Meta-regression showed that there was no heterogeneity with
respect to age, cut-off, the performer of the ultrasound, and the types of hand fractures.

Conclusions:Our results showed that ultrasound had an excellent diagnostic value for hand fractures. In clinic, we proposed using
ultrasound as a first-line and radiation-free modality in detecting hand fractures, including phalanx and metacarpal fractures.

Abbreviations: 95% CI = 95% confidence interval, AUC = area under the summary receiver operating characteristic curve, DOR
= diagnostic odds ratio, NLR = negative likelihood ratio, PLR = positive likelihood ratio, QUADAS-2 = Quality Assessment of
Diagnostic Accuracy Studies tool-2, SROC = summary receiver operating characteristic.
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1. Introduction

Hand fractures, consisting of phalangeal and metacarpal
fractures, are the second most common upper-extremity
fractures.[1] Approximately 2 per 1000 individuals annually
experience hand fractures,[2] and they account for nearly 1.5% of
the visits to hospital emergency departments (ED).[3] Antero-
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posterior and lateral X-rays are traditionally utilized for detecting
hand fractures[4]; however, there are some drawbacks to the
standard X-ray, including exposure to ionizing radiation and
hospital dependency.[5,6]

Several studies have reported that ultrasound might be an
alternative method of X-ray in detecting hand fractures.[7–13]

Ultrasound could help to diagnose the soft tissue defects around
fractures, which is difficult by X-ray.[4] Additionally, ultrasound
can be rapidly performed, easily portable, and does not have the
risk of radiation.[14–16]

To date, no studies have comprehensively evaluated the
literature on hand fractures using ultrasound. Furthermore, data
concerning the diagnostic value of ultrasound are variable. Hence,
we did a meta-analysis to synthesize the diagnostic performance
of ultrasound for phalanx and/or metacarpal fractures.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Data sources and searches

We followed the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews
and meta-analyses criteria.[17] Four English databases (Web of
Science, PubMed, Embase, and Cochrane Library) were searched
for relative citations up to June 2019. The language was restricted
to English. The search terms included were “ultrasound,”
“ultrasonography,” “sonography,” “hand fractures,” “finger
fractures,” “metacarpal fractures,” and “phalanx fractures.” A
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comprehensive literature search strategy was applied in PubMed
(MeSH terms in combination with title/abstracts): ((((((((thumb
fractures [Title/Abstract]) OR metacarpal fractures [Title/Ab-
stract]) OR metacarpal fractures [Title/Abstract]) OR phalanx
fractures [Title/Abstract]) OR phalanges fractures [Title/Ab-
stract]) OR figure fractures [Title/Abstract]) OR hand fractures
[Title/Abstract])) AND ((“Ultrasonography” [Mesh]) OR
(((((((((ultrasound[Title/Abstract]) OR ultrasonography [Title/
Abstract]) OR ultrasonic [Title/Abstract]) OR sonogram [Title/
Abstract]) OR sonography [Title/Abstract]) OR echotomogra-
phy [Title/Abstract]) OR echography [Title/Abstract]) OR
ultrasonographic [Title/Abstract]) OR sonographic [Title/Ab-
stract])). We screened the references of the identified articles to
find additionally eligible studies.

2.2. Study selection

Studies reporting ultrasound for detection of hand fractures were
included according to the following criteria:
1.
 reported on participants with hand (phalanx and/or metacar-
pal) fractures,
2.
 used ultrasound as an index test,

3.
 reported X-ray as the gold standard,

4.
 the primary outcomes consisted of sensitivity and specificity of

ultrasound, and

5.
 the study design included randomized controlled trials and

prospective studies.

The most comprehensive research was selected even though it
was published more than twice. Additionally, a study was
included twice when it reported phalanx and metacarpal
fractures, respectively. Studies not published in English, retro-
spective case-control studies, guidelines, conference abstracts,
veterinary experiments, and case reports were excluded. Two
investigators independently determined the literature eligibility.

2.3. Data extraction and quality assessment

The data extracted included the first author, year, country, study
setting, number of participants (including number of examined
hands), number with fractures, fracture prevalence (%), mean age
(years), reference standard, index test, probe frequency of index test
(MHz), examiner training of index test, performer of index test,
types of hand fractures (metacarpals and/or phalanges), true
positive (TP), false positive (FP), false negative (FN), and true
negative (TN), sensitivity (%), and specificity (%). Two inves-
tigators independently extracted data from the selected articles, and
disagreements were settled through discussion and consensus. No
ethical reviews were required based on previous published studies.
The Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies tool-2

(QUADAS-2) evaluated the risk of bias and applicability of
eligible studies across four domains: patient selection, index test,
reference standard, and flow and timing.[18] According to the
QUADAS-2, the same investigators independently reviewed the
methodological quality of eligible articles. Disagreements were
resolved by consensus. Revman 5.3 software was used to perform
the quality assessment.

2.4. Primary data analysis

We used Stata 14.0 software to manage the primary data.
Spearman correlation analysis was used to measure whether the
threshold effect existed (P< .05) or not (P> .05). I2 and
2

Cochrane Q test, which were utilized to distinguish heterogene-
ity, could be calculated by the formula “I2=100% � (Q – df) /
Q.”[19] A bivariate random effects model should be established
whenever I2>50%/P< .1 and I2<50%/P> .1.
We evaluated the primary outcomes to distinguish the

diagnostic ability of ultrasound for hand fractures. The pooled
sensitivity, specificity, positive likelihood ratio (PLR), negative
likelihood ratio (NLR), and diagnostic odds ratio (DOR) were
calculated.[20,21] We constructed the summary receiver operating
characteristic (SROC) curve, which was a measure of the
diagnostic accuracy of the index test.[22,23] We also calculated the
area under the curve (AUC); generally, an AUC more than 0.9
meant that the ultrasound had excellent diagnostic accuracy.
Additionally, we conducted the Galbraith plot analysis to

identify the outlier studies. Meta-regression analysis was used to
find possible sources of heterogeneity. Furthermore, we did the
subgroup analysis including age (only children or not), cut-off
(probe frequency range or not), performer of ultrasound (ED
physician or expert radiologist), and the types of hand fractures
(metacarpals and phalanges vs metacarpals or phalanges). Deeks’
funnel plot was used to assess publication bias.[24]
3. Results

3.1. Research findings

In total, 903 literature records were identified (Fig. 1). Eighty-
four duplicates were removed automatically. We screened 819
titles and abstracts and excluded 794 records: 588 were non-
eligible for hand fractures; 10 were non-eligible for ultrasound; 4
were non-eligible for primary outcomes; 38 were case reports; 47
focused on animal experiments; 43 were reviews, abstracts or
letters; 56 were irrelevant topics; and 8 were repeated. Twenty-
five full articles were assessed for inclusion. Ultimately, 7 of those
articles were included in this meta-analysis.[7–13]

3.2. Characteristics and quality of study subjects

The characteristics of the 7 articles (8 trials) are listed in Table 1.
There were 842 participants (845 examined hands) involved. All
were prospective observational studies. The prevalence of hand
fractures was 39% (329/845). All studies used X-ray as the
reference standard, except one patient, who was diagnosed by
computed tomography in combination with X-ray.[9] The index
test was ultrasound. The probe frequency of the ultrasound
ranged from 7.5 to 18MHz. The ultrasound performers were ED
physicians; one study also included an expert radiologist.[10]

Three trials only included metacarpal fractures,[7–9] 3 included
phalanx and metacarpal fractures[10,11] and 2 only included
phalanx fractures.[12,13] The sensitivity, specificity, TP, FP, FN,
and TN of ultrasound are shown in Table 2.
As shown in Figure 2, the quality of all the studies was

relatively high. Patient selection bias was unclear for one study
because it did not report the time and consecutiveness of patient
enrolment[11]; four studies had unclear bias in index tests because
the ultrasound had a range of probe frequency.[9,11–13] All studies
had low risk of bias in reference standard and flow and timing.
The applicability concerns were generally low.

3.3. Pooled analysis

No threshold effect was found in this meta-analysis (P-value=
1.00). The heterogeneity was relatively small (I2=0%, P= .402).



Figure 1. Flow chart of the process of included articles.
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A total of 845 hands (842 participants) were detected. The
sensitivity for ultrasound was 0.91 (95% CI: 0.88–0.94) and the
specificity was 0.96 (95% CI: 0.92–0.97) (Fig. 3). The pooled
PLR and NLR of ultrasound were 20.66 (95% CI: 11.89–35.90)
and 0.09 (95% CI: 0.06–0.13), respectively. DOR was 231.17
(95% CI: 105.74–505.40), indicating that the ability of
ultrasound to detect hand fractures was relatively good. In
addition, the AUC was 0.97 (95% CI: 0.95–0.98) and the SROC
curves for ultrasound are shown in Figure 4.
3

3.4. Galbraith plot, meta-analysis, and subgroup analysis

The Galbraith plot identified no outlier studies in this meta-
analysis (Fig. 5). Age, cut-off, performer of ultrasound, and the
types of hand fractures included in the meta-regression analysis
were not potential sources of inconsistency (P= .33, .67, .50, and
.13, respectively).
The sensitivity and specificity of children and adults with/

without children were similar (91% vs 92% and 97% vs 94%,
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Table 1

Characteristics of eligible studies.

Index test (ultrasound)

Author Year Country
Study
design

Study
setting

Number of
participants

Number
with

fractures

Fracture
prevalence

(%)
Mean age
(years)

Reference
standard

Probe
frequency
(MHz) Training Performer

Kozaci N[7] 2015 Turkey Prospective ED 66 36 55 24±10 X-ray 7.5 Yes ED physician
Kocao�glu S[8] 2016 Turkey Prospective ED 96 (98 examined

hands)
40 41 30.1±11.8 X-ray 7.5 Yes ED physician

Aksay E[9] 2015 Turkey Prospective ED 81 39 48 28 (19–35) X-ray (CT in
one patient)

7.5–10 Yes ED physician

Neri E[10] 2014 Italy Prospective ED 204 79 39 12±3 X-ray 18 Yes Expert
radiologist

Neri E[10] 2014 Italy Prospective ED 153 59 39 12±3 X-ray 18 Yes ED physician
Tayal VS[11] 2007 USA Prospective ED 78 (79 examined

hands)
31 40 34±14 X-ray 14–5/12–3 Yes ED physician

Aksay E[12] 2016 Turkey Prospective ED 119 29 24 27 (16–36) X-ray 7.5–10 Yes ED physician
Gungor F[13] 2016 Turkey Prospective ED 45 16 36 32±9.1 X-ray 3–13 Yes ED physician

ED=hospital emergency department.

Table 2

Baseline data of included studies.

Author Year Types of hand fractures TP FP FN TN Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

Kozaci N[7] 2015 Metacarpals 33 4 3 26 92 87
Kocao�glu S[8] 2016 Metacarpals 37 1 3 57 92.5 98.3
Aksay E[9] 2015 Fifth metacarpals 38 3 1 39 97.4 92.9
Neri E[10] 2014 Phalanges and metacarpals 72 3 7 122 91.1 97.6
Neri E[10] 2014 Phalanges and metacarpals 54 3 5 91 91.5 96.8
Tayal VS[11] 2007 Phalanges and metacarpals 28 1 3 47 90 98
Aksay E[12] 2016 Phalanges 23 9 6 81 79.3 90
Gungor F[13] 2016 Phalanges 16 1 0 28 100 96.6

FN= false negative, FP= false positive, TN= true negative, TP= true positive.
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respectively). With respect to the cut-off of ultrasound, ranged
probe frequencies had a comparable diagnostic performance to
fixed probe frequencies (sensitivity: 0.91 and 0.92; specificity:
0.94 and 0.96). The sensitivity and specificity between the ED
physicians and the expert radiologist were similar (91% and
92%, 98%, and 95%). Finally, a similar overall performance was
detected when comparing metacarpals and phalanges with
metacarpals or phalanges (sensitivity: 0.91 and 0.92; specificity:
0.97 and 0.93).
3.5. Publication bias

The P-value obtained from the Deek’s funnel plot was .68, which
indicated no striking publication bias (Fig. 6).
Figure 2. Risk of bias and applicabi

4

4. Discussion

In recent years, many researchers have focused on the value of
ultrasound in detecting upper-extremity fractures. Joshi et al
reported that ultrasound sensitivity varied from 85% to 100%
and specificity varied from 73% to 100% in upper-extremity
fractures.[25] Chartier et al found that point-of-care ultrasound
showed relatively high sensitivity (93.1%) and specificity
(92.9%) for diagnosis in pediatric forearm fractures.[26]

Douma-den Hamer et al showed that ultrasound had a perfect
value in detecting distal forearm fractures (sensitivity: 97%,
specificity: 95%), especially in children.[27] Lee et al suggested
that ultrasound should be a first-line tool in detecting pediatric
elbow fractures by trained physicians.[14] To fill the gap in
lity concerns of included studies.



Figure 3. The forest plots of the pooled sensitivity and specificity of ultrasound to detect hand fractures. CI=confidence interval.
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knowledge concerning ultrasound for upper-extremity fractures,
we investigated its diagnostic value in detecting hand fractures.
We suggested that an ultrasound should be a first-line,
Figure 4. The SROC curve for assessment of ultrasound to detect hand
fractures. AUC=area under curve, SE=standard error, SROC=summary
receiver operating characteristic.

5

non-invasive, and radiation-free modality in detecting hand
fractures and the upper-extremity fractures.
In this study, we first conducted a meta-analysis to evaluate the

overall performance of ultrasound in detecting phalanx and
metacarpal fractures. Ultrasound has an excellent diagnostic
value (sensitivity: 91%, specificity: 96%, AUC=0.97) in
detecting hand fractures. Additionally, the PLR of 20.66 and
NLR of 0.09 suggested that ultrasound had a good value in
diagnosing hand fractures.
Figure 5. The Galbraith plot of ultrasound to detect hand fractures.

http://www.md-journal.com


Figure 6. The Deek’s funnel plot of ultrasound to detect hand fractures.
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The results were made more reliable in three important ways.
First, we excluded the case-control studies that might overesti-
mate the real results. Second, the overall study quality was high;
the ultrasounds and X-rays were performed and analyzed under
blind conditions. Third, the inconsistency in this study was
relatively small (I2=0%, P= .402) and the Galbraith plot
identified no outlier studies, increasing the stability of the overall
performance of the ultrasound. Furthermore, the absence of a
striking publication bias strengthened the correctness of the
results (P= .68).
The different types of hand fractures showed similar overall

performance in phalanx and/or metacarpal fractures; it did not
lead to heterogeneity (P= .4922). In the next step, we need more
studies about these different three types of hand fractures to
explain these results.
The real value of ultrasound for detecting hand fractures might

lower than we reported due to several limitations. First, most of the
eligible studies were from Turkey. Also, the same author (Aksay E)
reported twostudies in the samehospital,one focusedonmetacarpal
fractures and another concentrated with phalanx fractures. The
selection bias did exist. Second, the heterogeneity is still a concern.
Even though the age, cut-off, performer of ultrasound and the types
of hand fractures were not significant sources of inconsistency
(P> .05), they could increase it, thereby reducing the stability of the
wholeoutcome.Third, althoughpublicationbiaswasnot significant
it should not be ignored; because of limited linguistic abilities, we
included only English studies.
5. Conclusion

This meta-analysis showed that ultrasound had an excellent
diagnostic value for hand fractures. In clinic, we propose the
utilization of ultrasound as a first-line and radiation-free
modality in detecting hand fractures, including phalanx and
metacarpal fractures. Furthermore, multi-center, large, and
prospective studies are requested to support this finding.
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